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M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
TO: NFPA Technical Committee on Air Conditioning 
 
FROM: Linda MacKay 
 
DATE: December 16, 2010 
 
SUBJECT: NFPA 90A ROC TC FINAL Ballot Results (A2011 Cycle) 
 

 
The Final Results of the NFPA 90A ROC Letter Ballot are as follows:  
 
29  Members Eligible to Vote  
  3  Not Returned (Alitzer, Amawi, Beitel) 
20  Affirmative on All 
  5  Negatives (Dusza, Erickson, Harrington, Hirschler, Sloan) (on one or more comments as  
          noted in the attached report) 
  1  Abstentions (Koffel) 
 
There are two criteria necessary to pass ballot [(1) affirmative 2/3 vote and (2) simple majority]. 
 
(1) The number of affirmative votes needed for the proposal/comment to pass is 18. 

 
(29 eligible to vote - 3 not returned - 0 abstentions = 26 × 0.66 = 17.16) 

 
(2) In all cases, an affirmative vote of at least a simple majority of the total membership 

eligible to vote is required. This is the calculation for simple majority: 
 

[29 eligible ÷ 2 = 14.5= (15)] 
       
Reasons for negative votes, etc. from alternate members are not included unless the ballot from 
the principal member was not received. 
 
According to the final ballot results, all ballot items received the necessary 2/3 required 
affirmative votes to pass ballot. 
 
Thank you for your participation in the NFPA Codes and Standards process. 
 
 



Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-1     Log #1

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-1
Continue to reject this proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
reject this proposal. Precise terminology is required in NFPA codes and standards. Furthermore, the submitter’s
objective of achieving consistency with the NEC is not possible because the NEC is not internally consistent in its use of
the term “duct”.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-2     Log #26

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

90A-5
Revise text to read as follows:

2.3.2 ASTM International Publications.
ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, P.O. Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.
ASTM C 411, Standard Test Method for Hot-Surface Performance of High-Temperature Thermal Insulation, 2005 .
ASTM D 93, Standard Test Methods for Flashpoint by Pensky-Martens Closed Cup Tester, 2008 2010 .
ASTM E 84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2009c 2010 .
ASTM E 136, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube Furnace at 750°C, 2009a 2009b.
ASTM E 2231, Standard Practice for Specimen Preparation and Mounting of Pipe and Duct Insulation Materials to

Assess Surface Burning Characteristics, 2009 .
Standards Update.

2.3.2 ASTM International Publications.
ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, P.O. Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.
ASTM C 411, Standard Test Method for Hot-Surface Performance of High-Temperature Thermal Insulation, 2005 .
ASTM D 93, Standard Test Methods for Flashpoint by Pensky-Martens Closed Cup Tester, 2008 2010 .
ASTM E 84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2009c 2010 b .
ASTM E 136, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube Furnace at 750°C, 2009a 2009b.
ASTM E 2231, Standard Practice for Specimen Preparation and Mounting of Pipe and Duct Insulation Materials to

Assess Surface Burning Characteristics, 2009
Change E84 to the newer version 2010b, which was published after the ROP phase.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-3     Log #32

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

90A-7
Revise text to read as follows:

2.3.6 UL Publications. Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096.
ANSI/UL 181, Standard for Safety Factory-Made Air Ducts and Air Connectors, 2005, Revised 2008.
ANSI/UL 181A, Standard for Safety Closure Systems for Use with Rigid Air Ducts, 2005, Revised 2008.
ANSI/UL 181B, Standard for Safety Closure Systems for Use with Flexible Air Ducts and Air Connectors, 2005,

Revised 2008.
ANSI/UL 555, Standard for Safety Fire Dampers, 2006, Revised 2009 2010.
ANSI/UL 555C, Standard for Safety Ceiling Dampers, 2006, Revised 2009 2010.
ANSI/UL 555S, Standard for Safety Smoke Dampers, 1999, Revised 2009 2010.
ANSI/UL 723, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2008, Revised 2010.
ANSI/UL 867, Standard for Safety Electrostatic Air Cleaners, 2000, Revised 2007.
ANSI/UL 900, Standard for Safety Air Filter Units, 2004, Revised 2009.
ANSI/UL 1820, Standard for Safety Fire Test of Pneumatic Tubing for Flame and Smoke Characteristics, 2004,

Revised 2009.
ANSI/UL 1887, Standard for Safety Fire Test of Plastic Sprinkler Pipe for Visible Flame and Smoke Characteristics,

2004, Revised 2009.
ANSI/UL 1995, Standard for Safety Heating and Cooling Equipment, 2003, revised 2005, Revised 2008.
ANSI/UL 2024, Standard for Optical-Fiber and Communications Cable Raceway, 2004, Revised 2007.
ANSI/UL 2043, Standard for Safety Fire Test for Heat and Visible Smoke Release for Discrete Products and Their

Accessories Installed in Air-Handling Spaces, 2008.
Update referenced standards to most recent revisions.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-4     Log #56

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-10
Reject this proposal.

ASTM E84 requires
only a 10 minute test.  ASTM Committee E05 (Fire Test) is  most familiar with test method E84 and is responsible for
maintenance and any changes to it.  This Committee is currently in the process of defining what the term “continued
progressive combustion” means.  This project is still undergoing evaluation.  Committee E5 is also working on a new
document that expands E84 and requires a 30-minute test that the 90A Committee has chosen to delete from Proposal
90A-10. This item is also still in process.  We maintain it is premature to accept this proposal until the ASTM projects are
completed and supporting data is submitted to 90A.
One reason this definition is important is that the term “continued progressive combustion” appears in descriptions of

Limited Combustible (ex. 3.3.20).  If this definition remains as accepted by the 90A committee, it will be interpreted that
a 10 minute E84 test with a flame front of no more than 10 ½ feet beyond the centerline, plus the other requirements, is
a limited combustible material.  It has not been confirmed that this is acceptable as continued progressive combustion.
Omission of the 30 minute requirement is of particular concern.
Because E84 is not suitable for conduit, pipe, and wire and cable these products are not directly affected at this time.

However, continued acceptance of this proposal will set a precedent for adding the same text to UL standards that are a
modified E84, such as UL2024
Accepting “no more than 10 1/2 feet beyond the centerline”, especially without including the 30-minute requirement, is

premature.  More evaluation and data is needed before accepting such a change.

The committee is not persuaded by the additional substantiation and reaffirms its action at the
proposal stage.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-5     Log #27

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International / Rep. American Fire Safety Council

90A-16
Revise text to read as follows:

3.3.16* Fire Resistance Rating. The time, in minutes or hours, that materials or assemblies have withstood a fire
exposure as established in accordance with the test procedures of NFPA 251, Standard Methods of Tests of Fire
Resistance of Building Construction and Materials, ASTM E 119, Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building
Construction and Materials, or ANSI/UL 263, Standard for Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials .
4.3.5.6  Where a service opening is necessary in an air duct located above the ceiling of a floor- or roof-ceiling

assembly that has been tested and assigned a fire resistance rating in accordance with NFPA 251, Standard Methods of
Tests of Fire Resistance of Building Construction and Materials, ASTM E 119, Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of
Building Construction and Materials, or ANSI/UL 263, Standard for Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials,
access shall be provided in the ceiling.
5.3.3.1  Where air ducts and openings for air ducts are used in a floor- or roof-ceiling assembly that is required to have

a fire resistance rating, all the materials and the construction of the assembly, including the air duct materials and the
size and protection of the openings, shall conform with the design of the fire-resistive assembly, as tested in accordance
with NFPA 251, Standard Methods of Tests of Fire Resistance of Building Construction and Materials, ASTM E 119,
Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials, or ANSI/UL 263, Standard for Fire Tests of
Building Construction and Materials.
Also eliminate NFPA 251 from Chapter 2 on referenced standards.

This is an update on my proposal.  In spite of my opposition, the NFPA technical committee on Fire
Tests voted to withdraw NFPA 251, in the Fall 2010 cycle. The only comment opposing it (and thus the only valid
NITMAM) was by me.  I do not plan to submit a NITMAM on this issue and, therefore, NFPA 251 will have been
withdrawn before NFPA 90A gets approved.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-6     Log #28

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International / Rep. American Fire Safety Council

90A-20
Revise text to read as follows:

3.3.21* Noncombustible Material. A material that, in the form in which it is used and under the conditions anticipated,
will not ignite, burn, support combustion, or release flammable vapors, when subjected to fire or heat. [101, 2012]
Materials that are reported as passing ASTM E 136, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube
Furnace at 750 Degrees C, shall be considered noncombustible materials.[220, 2009]
A.3.3.21 A material that is reported as passing ASTM E 136, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a

Vertical Tube Furnace at 750 Degrees C, is considered a noncombustible material. A material that is reported as
complying with the pass/fail criteria of ASTM E 136 when tested in accordance with the test method and procedure in
ASTM E 2652, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Tube Furnace with a Cone-shaped Airflow
Stabilizer, at 750 Degrees C, is considered a noncombustible material.

The definition of noncombustible material has been amended in NFPA 101 and 5000 to eliminate the
second sentence with the requirements.

This text is not yet approved as NFPA 101 is still in process. In addition the Standards Council,
in its formal decision D#05-24, dated July 29, 2005 specifically directed:

3) Limitation on the use of the term “limited combustible”. The Council
reiterates that the term “limited combustible” is not appropriate as applied to
cable, and the term should be limited to materials of building construction as
set forth in NFPA 220, Standard On Types Of Building Construction. The
Council has directed that all technical committee projects should, during their
next available revision cycles, eliminate the term “limited combustible” as it
applies to cable and similar products (i.e., electrical wire and cable, optical
fiber cables, pneumatic tubing, fire sprinkler piping, optical fiber and
communication raceways, etc) that are not materials of building construction.
For products such as cable, the Council directs that they should be designated
instead by their fire performance characteristics (e.g., flame spread, heat
release rates, smoke properties) or in terms of the appropriate test method,
and not by qualitative descriptors such as “limited combustible.” (See
Standards Council Decision Number 02-07, dated July, 19, 2002.)

The last paragraph of the Standards Council Decision Number 02-07, dated July, 19, 2002 reads:

The Council directs all technical committee projects, during their next available revision cycles, to eliminate the term
"limited combustible" where it is not consistent with the use of the term as applied to materials of construction as defined
in NFPA 220, Standard on Types of Building Construction. The term
"limited combustible" is considered appropriate for materials of building construction as defined in NFPA 220, but is not
considered appropriate for other products and materials such as electrical wire and cable, optical fiber cables,
pneumatic tubing, fire sprinkler piping, optical fiber and communication raceways, etc. For products and materials other
than those within the scope of NFPA 220, the requirements of those items shall be designated by their fire performance
characteristics (e.g., flame spread; heat release rates, smoke properties) or in terms of the appropriate test method, and
not by qualitative descriptors such as "limited combustible." Finally, the Council requests the Technical Committee on
Building Construction that is responsible for NFPA 220 to provide any additional guidance necessary to implement the
Council's direction as to the appropriate use of the term "limited combustible"

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HIRSCHLER, M.:  The rationale for the "hold" decision is not related to the comment. Nothing in the comment
addressed limited combustible materials. The comment addressed extracting the definition of noncombustible material
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
from NFPA 101 instead of extracting it from NFPA 220. NFPA 220 is an extract document from NFPA 5000 while NFPA
101 is a stand-alone document.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-7     Log #2

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-28
Revise text to read as follows:

Electrical wires and cables, and or optical fiber cables, within a duct enclosure shall comply with Section
4.3.4.

This is a editorial comment.
The text accepted by the technical committee literally requires electrical wires and cables or optical fiber cables to

comply with Section 4.3.4. Obviously, all materials in a duct enclosure need to comply; changing “or” to “and” will require
all materials to meet the requirements of Section 4.3.4.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-8     Log #25

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

90A-2
Revise text to read as follows:

   Wall or ceiling finish in plenums shall comply with 4.3.11.6 4.3.10.
This is an obvious typo that needs to be corrected.  Section 4.3.10 refers to “Smoke Dampers” while

4.3.11.6 refers to “Wall or Ceiling Finish in Plenums”.  This was overlooked at the ROP stage.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

6Printed on  12/16/2010



Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-9     Log #3

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-32
Accept the proposal.

The current text is vague and possibly unenforceable. It is not clear whether the technical committee
intended to permit a total of 4 feet of all cables in a duct, or to permit 4 feet of each cable.
The committee statement that “This would allow a significant increase in the aggregate total of wire and cable.” implies

that the committee intends to permit an aggregate total of 4 feet of cable.
Since NFPA 90A has primary responsibility for fire protection in air handling spaces, permitting an aggregate total of 4

feet of cable would be greatly problematical for the National Electrical Code. It is not clear how such a requirement could
be written into the NEC, since it would encompass many independent Articles. Who would get to use the permitted
allowance of 4 feet, the installer who got there first?

The committee concludes that the current language is necessary to prevent the proliferarion of
combustibles in duct whereas the proposed language has the potential to allow an almost unlimited amount of these
combustibles.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

KOFFEL, W.:      The current language is not enforceable. Based upon the Committee Statement the total length of
cable in air ducts (is that an individual duct or the entire system of ducts within an building) is limited to 4 ft.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-10     Log #4

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-33
Continue to accept the proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
accept this proposal. Precise terminology is required in NFPA codes and standards. The accepted text provides a
needed clarification.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-11     Log #5

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-34
Continue to reject this proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
reject this proposal. The submitter supplied no data to support the proposal.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-12     Log #36

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-34
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-34 (Log #13).

I agree with the action to reject this proposal, NFPA 262 is an inappropriate test method for a raceway.
No substantiation was submitted to show Type RTRC is equal to the presently permitted wiring methods metal raceway
and metal sheathed cables. If accepted it would permit non-plenum rated wire and cable in a nonmetallic wiring method.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-13     Log #53

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-34
Continue to reject the proposal and revise the Committee statement.

We agree with the Panel action to reject this proposal and with the Panel statement that RTRC should
not be treated as non-combustible. However, the rest of the Panel Statement is unclear.  The statement concludes that
RTRC should be tested as other materials are.  The submitter of this proposal is proposing that RTRC be tested to a
cable standard, NFPA 262.  Nonmetallic Plenum Raceways are currently allowed in 4.3.11.2.6.4 (and in the NEC) and
are tested to UL 2024 not NFPA 262.  The scope of this standard is raceways and fittings that are “designed for use with
optical fiber and communication cables in accordance with the National Electrical Code”.   The National Electrical Code
articles that allow the use of plenum-rated raceways in plenums (Articles 725, 770, 800 and 820) require that

be installed in these raceways when they are located in a plenum.  Proposal 90A-34 would allow
non-plenum- rated cable to be installed in an RTRC or nonmetallic raceway, a significant reason for the rejection of this
proposal which we believe should have been included in the Panel Statement.
Proposal 90A-34 maintains that “Recent developments in the formulation of materials which can be utilized in the

production of Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) warrant an expansion of the permitted installation
methods.”    Although the proposal states that compliance with the flame and smoke requirements of NFPA 262,

has been confirmed, no such data appears to have been supplied relative to RTRC. The proposal shows no
supporting material available at NFPA.  The NFPA 262 standard (

) is a test for cables, not raceways.  We also are not aware of
nonmetallic raceway/pipe that can pass E84.  ASTM E5 is currently seeking a mounting method that will allow
supportable test results on materials that melt, drip and delaminate using E84.  If tests confirming compliance exist, they
should have been supplied with the proposal as part of the substantiation.  This would have allowed evaluation of the
data by the CMP and the public.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-14     Log #60

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William C. Wagner, Certification Solutions

90A-34
Revise text to read as follows:

4.3.4.4* Electrical wires and cables and optical fiber cables shall be: consist of wires or cables
a) listed as having a maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a

maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with NFPA 262,
or

b) shall be installed in metal raceways, or metal sheathed cable, or
c) installed in Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) when both the wires or cables and RTRC are listed as

having a maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame
spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with NFPA 262,

Committee action should be “Accept in Principle.”
The Committee’s statement on this proposal indicated that “RTRC should not simply be treated as non-combustible. It

needs to be tested as other materials are.” Evaluation of RTRC using the identical requirements and criteria specified for
the evaluation of other nonmetallic materials was an integral part of this proposal. I therefore explored this comment with
some of the individual committee members. I was informed that the underlying concern was that the proposal, as initially
submitted, implied that only the RTRC had to be evaluated to these criteria, and that non-evaluated wires and cables
could be used within the RTRC. As this was not the submitter’s intent, the proposal has been revised to clearly indicate
that both the conduit and the wires and cables run within the conduit must comply with the requirements that have been
applied to the wire and cable alone.
As a “baseline” for the performance of nonmetallic products in these applications has already been established within

this clause, additional technical validation of these criteria should not be necessary. It should only be necessary for the
listing agency to evaluate product to the established criteria, and any others that it deems necessary. The NFPA 262
requirements specified within this clause have already been utilized by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. to evaluate both
wires and cables and nonmetallic conduit for flame spread and smoke optical density. Certain formulations of RTRC
have demonstrated compliance with the flame propagation and optical smoke density requirements of NFPA 262, as
well as ASTM E 84, as confirmed through independent testing at UL, and supporting data is available.
NFPA Standards Council Decision 05-24 (SC #05-7-4) dated 29 July 2005 that states, relating to combustibles in

plenums, (which includes both cables in conduit as well as plenum cables) “Jurisdiction over combustibles in plenums.
As the Council has indicated earlier in this decision, the Technical Committee on Air Conditioning, rather than the NEC
Project, has, for many years, and should continue to have, primary jurisdiction for air distribution systems including the
subject of combustibles, such as cables, in ducts, plenums and other air handling spaces (plenum spaces).”
Therefore, in order for these products to be listed and permitted in NEC applications, it is first necessary for the NFPA

90A Committee to revise clause 4.3.44 in accordance with this proposal.

The proposal uses an inappropriate test method for this application and it names a particular
raceway by material which does not meets the committee's desired method of scoping.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HIRSCHLER, M.:  I support the committee action. Note that RTRC is a conduit (i.e. one example of a raceway).
Nonmetallic raceways are to be tested in accordance with UL 2024, while cables are to be tested in accordance with
NFPA 262. Moreover, the NEC clarifies that nonmetallic raceways in plenums are allowed to contain only plenum rated
cables. Finally, NFPA 90A does not describe individual types of raceways (or of cables) and RTRC is a designation for a
raceway constructed of a particular material.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 90A
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-15     Log #69

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

90A-37
Accept original proposal

4.3.10.2 Smoke dampers shall be installed in systems with a capacity greater than 7080 L/sec (15,000 ft3/min) to
isolate the air-handling equipment, including filters, from the remainder of the system on both the building supply and
return sides, in order to restrict the circulation of smoke, unless specifically exempted by 4.3.10.2.1 or 4.3.10.2.2.
4.3.10.2.1 Air-handling units located on the floor they serve and serving only that floor shall be exempt from the

requirements of 4.3.10.2.
4.3.10.2.2 Air-handling units located on the roof and serving only the floor immediately below the roof shall be exempt

from the requirements of 4.3.10.2.
4.3.10.2.3 Air handling units located in buildings that are completely sprinkler protected in accordance with NFPA 13,

Standard for Installation of Sprinkler Systems do not require smoke dampers on the return side.
In its substantiation for rejection, the committee stated that “the change would eliminate the

requirement to isolate the unit when the unit catches fire.” If this is a concern, then why have the other exceptions? This
is inconsistent. If there is an existing exception for supply and return AHUs located on the floor they serve - there is no
concern for isolating a unit to prevent the potential spread of smoke from either a supply or return AHU throughout a
floor, even in a non-sprinklered building - then there should be no concern about significant smoke spread in a return
AHU in buildings that are completely protected by sprinkler systems installed in accordance with NFPA 13, since the
likelihood of smoke spread of any significance in fully sprinklered buildings is minimal. Again, air handling units of this
size already require detection on both the supply and return side which would cause the unit(s) to shut down upon
detection of smoke. Hence, whatever little smoke that is generated as a result of a fire in a return AHU would not be
recirculated or backfed to affect life safety. And the risk of significant products of combustion entering the return AHU
system is minimal given this exception would only apply to fully sprinklered buildings. Note this change is only for return
AHUs so dampers would still be required,for supply AHUs in the event of a filter or motor fire, or from an outside fire.

The committee reaffirms its action at the ROP stage as no additional new information has been
provided.

Affirmative: 25  Abstain: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

KOFFEL, W.:    Although I am representing an M interest on the Technical Committee, as a consultant we have a
consulting relationship with an interested party in this matter.  Since the issue does not affect SPI, I have abstained from
balloting on this item.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-16     Log #20

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

90A-39
Accept the proposal as written.

The original proposal seeks clarification with the NEC.  The NEC has purview over this requirement.
The proposed text correctly identifies that cables which are identified for future use and properly tagged are permitted.
The action taken by the 90A committee is in conflict with the existing NEC requirement.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

KOFFEL, W.:    Acceptance of this comment has the unintended consequence of requiring a tag in the plenum and
thereby establishing a conflict with the NEC.  The NEC requires a tag, but it doesn’t have to be in the plenum.  The
comment should have been rejected.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-17     Log #6

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-40
Revise text to read as follows:

Plastic plumbing piping and tubing within a ceiling cavity plenum shall exhibit a maximum peak optical
density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft)
or less when tested in accordance with ANSI/UL 1887, Standard for Safety Fire Test of Plastic Sprinkler Pipe for Visible
Flame and Smoke Characteristics.

The text accepted by the technical committee could be interpreted to conflict with Section 4.3.11.2.6.2
which had requirements for pneumatic tubing. Changing the maximum peak optical density from 0.5 to 0.50 will
correlate with Section 4.3.11.2.6.1.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-21. The issue of tubing has been
addressed in 90A-21.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-18     Log #23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Rosemary Heinze, Arkema Inc.

90A-40
My comment is to abandon the Proposal and revert to the section numbering as it currently exists

in the 2009 standard.
4.3.11.2.6.6 Plastic plumbing piping and tubing within a raised floor plenum shall exhibit a maximum peak optical

density of 0.5 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or
less when tested in accordance with ANSI/UL 1887, Standard for Safety Fire Test of Plastic Sprinkler Pipe for Visible
Flame and Smoke Characteristics.

Thermoplastic piping materials can be easily formed into flat sheet configurations and tested with full
tunnel coverage to ASTM E 84, so the current test method and building codes are sufficient. Regardless, a working
group has been reactivated in ASTM to develop a procedure to test pipes, and actual testing is already underway so
that the data from the testing can be used to ensure that the current standard of safety is maintained. This Proposal
does not ensure that the current standard of safety is maintained. Current building codes call for a maximum Smoke
Developed Index of 50 when the material is tested to ASTM E 84. The average optical density in the Proposal correlates
to a Smoke Developed Index that is 8 times greater that the maximum SDI of 50 that is in the building codes. As others
have noted, the scope of UL 1887 is too narrow to assign as the standard for all pipe in plenums.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-21.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-19     Log #51

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-40
Reject this proposal.

Comparing all plastic pipes to plastic sprinkler pipe is inappropriate and could compromise safety in
plenum installations.  This proposal was also submitted to the ICC Mechanical Code and was soundly rejected.
Sprinkler pipes are rarely grouped together.  Other pipes can be and often are.   UL 1887 tests only one length of pipe.

Nonmetallic sprinkler pipe tested to UL1887 is but in real life installations.  It
would not be appropriate to keep many of these other plastic pipes and tubing filled with water.
ASTM Committee E05 originates a large portion of fire test standards that are eventually referenced in NFPA and UL

standards.  This includes E84 a test
frequently required by the building codes.  Standard E84 uses the Steiner Tunnel.  E5 has currently been working on
developing workable mounting methods for nonmetallic pipes that do not maintain their structure during E84 fire testing.
Product mounting method is a critical element of testing.  Some support systems inappropriately register better results
than they might in actual installations.  This project is not complete.
E05 has spent a great deal of time on a suggestion to add an Appendix item to E84 that would, also inappropriately,

permit use of UL 1887 in lieu of E-84.  By being in the Appendix of E84 this would lend some credence for acceptance
even though the location was incorrect. That idea was solidly defeated at E05 and work has been set aside.
Unfortunately, there are a number of UL tests that are based on the Steiner Tunnel  (such as UL 2024)) but they have

been modified for particular products because the scope of E84 requires the following:  “1.3  The material or product to
be tested shall be self-supporting without the need of supporting material on the underside of the specimen.  Materials
which melt, drip or delaminate are beyond the scope of this method.”  Support material is permitted in UL 1887 and a
further  deviationis to test only one length of pipe, where other products permitted by 90A must have a tray full of
product tested.
Accepting more products tested to UL1887 is going to fill plenums with greatly increased fire and smoke load without

data on the aggregate amount.  It is well known that the proliferation of plenum cables caused significant concerns over
fire-loading in plenums and eventually led to code requirements to remove abandoned cable.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-21.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-20     Log #34

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David A. Seiler, Arkema Inc.

90A-40
Propose deletion of proposal. 4.3.11.2.6.6 Plastic Plumbing Piping and tubing within a raised floor

plenum shall exhibit a maximum peak optical density of 0.5 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a
maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with ANSI/UL 1887, Standard for
Safety Fire Test of Plastic Sprinkler Pipe for Visible Flame and Smoke Characteristics.

For people submitting UL 1887 as a replacement for areas that are currently using ASTM E84, they
need to understand that these tests are not very close in what they measure.  UL 1887 assumes that only one stick of
pipe alone in the plenum area.  This proposal would allow all types of piping cumulatively installed right next to each
other to be used in a non-combustible plenum.  That would be analogous to changing the wire codes to allow the testing
of just one strand of wire to approval all of the telephone cable that you would want to install.  Tests show that a
standard off the shelf plastic pipe can meet UL 1887 5, 0.50, 0.15 values and the same product tested in either sheet or
pipe form in an ASTM E84 test would have a smoke value of >500 with 50 or less being the pass criteria.  While this
concept is logical for sprinkler piping, it does not make sense to allow the use of this test for “any and all” types of pipe
installed in the plenum.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-21.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-21     Log #37

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-40
Reconsider and reject Proposal 90A-40 (Log #34).

I agree with negative votes, UL 1887 is an inappropriate test method for a plastic plumbing piping and
tubing. No substantiation was submitted to justify the reduction in testing requirements for this product which if accepted
would permit unlimited quantities of plastic piping and tubing in ceiling cavity and within raised floor plenums. In a fire
situation there is failure of all systems and there is no assurance nor can we assume there will be water in these
systems as stated by the submitter. There has been no testing to support submitter’s substantiation.

4.3.11.2.6.6  Plastic piping and tubing used in plumbing systems shall be permited to be used within a ceiling cavity
plenum when it exhibits a flame spread index of 25 or less and a smoke developed index of 50 or less when tested in
accordance with ASTM E84 or UL 723 at full width of the tunnel and with no water or any other liquid in the pipe during
the test.

The committee changed the test method as the proposed requirement was to use UL 1887 but
the application is outside of its intended scope. This will assure the proper material is allowed.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-22     Log #29

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International / Rep. American Fire Safety Council

90A-41
Revise text to read as follows:

   Materials within a ceiling cavity plenum exposed to the airflow shall be (a) noncombustible or (b) exhibit a
maximum flame spread index of 25 and a maximum smoke developed index of 50 when tested in accordance with
ASTM E 84, , or with ANSI/UL 723,

, or (c) comply with 4.3.11.2.6.1 through
4.3.11.2.6.9, as applicable.

   Materials within a raised floor plenum exposed to the airflow shall be (a) noncombustible or (b) exhibit a
maximum flame spread index of 25 and a maximum smoke developed index of 50 when tested in accordance with
ASTM E 84, , or with ANSI/UL 723,

, or (c) comply with 4.3.11.5.5.1 through
4.3.11.5.5.8, as applicable.

This is simply a correction of an omission in the text.  The default requirement for materials exposed to
the airflow in ceiling cavity plenums and raised floor plenums is that they be noncombustible (which is already shown) or
be limited combustible (which is the option in 4.3.11.2.6.9 and in 4.3.11.5.5.8) or that they meet a flame spread index of
25 and a smoke developed index of 50 in the ASTM E84/UL 723 test (and that portion is implied but missing from the
text).
This change does not affect (of course) the requirements for materials of construction of the plenum, electrical wires

and cables, optical fiber cables, pneumatic tubing, sprinkler piping, raceways, discrete electrical products,
supplementary materials air ducts or air connectors.  It is simply clarification consistent with the intent.

This is new material.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 2
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HIRSCHLER, M.:  The committee stated that this is new material - However on its statement regarding comment
90A-33 the committee stated "The committee concludes that this is a material that would default to the general material
requirements." There is a contradiction here, since the default requirements, in the absence of the acceptance of
comment 90A-22 is for everything that is not specifically mentioned to be noncombustible. That is not the actual default
nor has it ever been nor has there ever been a decision by the committee to make it so.
SLOAN, D.:  This Hold action results in unwanted consequences. Without this correction, the "default" requirement for

any material not covered by 4.3.11.2.6.1 through 4.3.11.2.6.9 OR 4.3.11.5.5.1 through 4 .3.11.5.5.8 becomes
noncombustible. I believe the committee's intent has always been to permit products with a flame spread of 25 or less,
and a smoke developed of 50 or less in ceiling cavity and raised floor plenums. This is evident through previous editions
of our Standard. Reconsider and accept this comment.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-23     Log #7

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-43
Continue to accept the proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
accept this proposal. Precise terminology is required in NFPA codes and standards. The accepted text provides a
needed clarification.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-24     Log #8

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-44
Continue to reject this proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
reject this proposal. The submitter supplied no data to support the proposal.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-25     Log #38

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-44
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-44 (Log #14).

I agree with the action to reject this proposal, NFPA 262 is an inappropriate test method for a raceway.
No substantiation was submitted to show Type RTRC is equal to the presently permitted wiring methods metal raceway,
metal sheathed cables and totally enclosed non-ventilated busway. If accepted it would permit non-plenum rated wire
and cable in a nonmetallic wiring method

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-26     Log #50

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-44
Continue to reject.

We agree with the Panel action to reject this proposal and with the Panel statement that RTRC should
not be treated as non-combustible. However, the rest of the Panel Statement is unclear.  The statement concludes that
RTRC should be tested as other materials are.  The submitter of this proposal is proposing that RTRC be tested to a
cable standard, NFPA 262.  Nonmetallic Plenum Raceways are currently allowed in 4.3.11.2.6.4 (and in the NEC) and
are tested to UL 2024 not NFPA 262.  The scope of this standard is raceways and fittings that are “designed for use with
optical fiber and communication cables in accordance with the National Electrical Code”.   The National Electrical Code
articles that allow the use of plenum-rated raceways in plenums (Articles 725, 770, 800 and 820) require that

be installed in these raceways when they are located in a plenum.  Proposal 90A-34 would allow
non-plenum- rated cable to be installed in an RTRC or nonmetallic raceway, a significant reason for the rejection of this
proposal which we believe should have been included in the Panel Statement.
Proposal 90A-34 maintains that “Recent developments in the formulation of materials which can be utilized in the

production of Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) warrant an expansion of the permitted installation
methods.”    Although the proposal states that compliance with the flame and smoke requirements of NFPA 262,

has been confirmed, no such data appears to have been supplied relative to RTRC. The proposal shows no
supporting material available at NFPA.  The NFPA 262 standard (

) is a test for cables, not raceways.  We also are not aware of
nonmetallic raceway/pipe that can pass E84.  ASTM E5 is currently seeking a mounting method that will allow
supportable test results on materials that melt, drip and delaminate using E84.  If tests confirming compliance exist, they
should have been supplied with the proposal as part of the substantiation.  This would have allowed evaluation of the
data by the CMP and the public.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-27     Log #61

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William C. Wagner, Certification Solutions

90A-44
Revise text to read as follows:

4.3.11.2.6.1* Electrical wires and cables and optical fiber cables shall be:
a) listed as having a maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a

maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with NFPA 262,
or

b) shall be installed in metal raceways, metal sheathed cable, or totally enclosed non-ventilated busway, or
c) installed in Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) when both the wires or cables and RTRC are listed as

having a maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame
spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with NFPA 262,

Committee action should be “Accept in Principle.”
The Committee’s statement on this proposal indicated that “RTRC should not simply be treated as non-combustible. It

needs to be tested as other materials are.” Evaluation of RTRC using the identical requirements and criteria specified for
the evaluation of other nonmetallic materials was an integral part of this proposal. I therefore explored this comment with
some of the individual committee members. I was informed that the underlying concern was that the proposal, as initially
submitted, implied that only the RTRC had to be evaluated to these criteria, and that non-evaluated wires and cables
could be used within the RTRC. As this was not the submitter’s intent, the proposal has been revised to clearly indicate
that both the conduit and the wires and cables run within the conduit must comply with the requirements that have been
applied to the wire and cable alone.
As a “baseline” for the performance of nonmetallic products in these applications has already been established within

this clause, additional technical validation of these criteria should not be necessary. It should only be necessary for the
listing agency to evaluate product to the established criteria, and any others that it deems necessary. The NFPA 262
requirements specified within this clause have already been utilized by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. to evaluate both
wires and cables and nonmetallic conduit for flame spread and smoke optical density. Certain formulations of RTRC
have demonstrated compliance with the flame propagation and optical smoke density requirements of NFPA 262, as
well as ASTM E 84, as confirmed through independent testing at UL, and supporting data is available.
NFPA Standards Council Decision 05-24 (SC #05-7-4) dated 29 July 2005 that states, relating to combustibles in

plenums, (which includes both cables in conduit as well as plenum cables) “Jurisdiction over combustibles in plenums.
As the Council has indicated earlier in this decision, the Technical Committee on Air Conditioning, rather than the NEC
Project, has, for many years, and should continue to have, primary jurisdiction for air distribution systems including the
subject of combustibles, such as cables, in ducts, plenums and other air handling spaces (plenum spaces).”
Therefore, in order for these products to be listed and permitted in NEC applications, it is first necessary for the NFPA

90A Committee to revise clause 4.3.11.2.6.1 in accordance with this proposal.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-14.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HIRSCHLER, M.:  See comment on NFPA 90A-14.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-28     Log #39

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-45
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-45 (Log #10).

UL 1887 is an inappropriate test method for a plastic plumbing piping and tubing. No substantiation
was submitted to justify the reduction in testing requirements for this product which if accepted would permit unlimited
quantities of plastic piping and tubing in ceiling cavity and within raised floor plenums. In a fire situation there is failure of
all systems and there is no assurance nor can we assume there will be water in these systems as stated by the
submitter. There has been no testing to support submitter’s substantiation.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-21.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-29     Log #9

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-46
Revise text as follows:

Optical fiber, communications and signaling and coaxial cable raceways shall be listed as having a
maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame spread
distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with ANSI/UL 2024, Standard for Safety Optical-Fiber and
Communications Cable Raceway.

NEC Panel 16 deleted CATV raceways from the 2011 NEC in order simplify the number of redundant
raceways and also to correlate with NFPA 90A-2009. Changing the maximum peak optical density from 0.5 to 0.50 will
correlate with Section 4.3.11.2.6.1.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-30     Log #10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-48
Accept the proposal.

I find the committee’s reject statement to be perplexing: “The committee concludes that this is already
covered and it does not want to create a laundry list where items are already covered.”
The committee statement did not explicitly identify what part of the standard already covers cable routing assemblies.

The list of products covered in Section 4.3.11.2 includes;
Wire and cable
Pneumatic tubing
Sprinkler piping
Optical fiber and communications raceways
Loudspeakers
Since it is obvious the cable routing assemblies are not wire, cable, tubing, piping or loudspeakers, apparently, the

committee has concluded that routing assemblies are raceways. The National Electrical Code defines a raceway:
An enclosed channel of metal or nonmetallic materials designed expressly for holding wires, cables, or

busbars, with additional functions as permitted in this .   Raceways include, but are not limited to, rigid metal
conduit, rigid nonmetallic conduit, intermediate metal conduit, liquidtight flexible conduit, flexible metallic tubing, flexible
metal conduit, electrical nonmetallic tubing, electrical metallic tubing, underfloor raceways, cellular concrete floor
raceways, cellular metal floor raceways, surface raceways, wireways, and busways. 

A key part of the definition of a raceway in that it is enclosed.
The definition of a cable routing assembly that was accepted by NEC Panel 16 (Comment 16-8) for inclusion in Article

770 of the 2011 NEC is:
Cable Routing Assembly: A single channel or connected multiple channels, as well as associated fittings, forming a

structural system that is used to support, route and protect high densities of wires and cables, typically communications
wires and cables, optical fiber and data (Class 2 and Class 3) cables associated with information technology and
communications equipment.
Note that the definition of cable routing assembly does not include the term “enclosed”; that is because parts of a cable

routing assembly are typically not enclosed.
UL has determined that cable routing assemblies are different from raceways; It has different standards for listing

raceways and cable routing assemblies. NFPA 90A refers to ANSI/UL 2024,
in sections 4.3.11.2.6.4 and 4.3.11.5.5.4. The UL standard for listing cable routing

assemblies is UL2024A, UL 2024A has provisions for listing
general-purpose, riser and plenum cable routing assemblies.
Cable routing assemblies are used in ceiling cavity plenums and raised floor plenums. They are fabricated from plastic

and have a potential for spreading fire and emitting smoke; the UL standard addresses these issues. The fire test
requirements for cable routing assemblies in UL 2024A are identical to the fire test requirements for optical fiber and
communications raceway in UL 2024.
NFPA 76 -2009, already recognizes general-purpose,

riser and plenum cable routing assemblies.
General-purpose and riser cable routing assemblies, but not plenum grade cable routing assemblies, will be included in

Article 770 of the 2011 NEC. Plenum grade cable routing assemblies were not proposed out of deference to NFPA 90A.
Quoting from 2011 NEC Proposal 16-82:
“A plenum grade routing assembly is not being proposed because it is not currently recognized in NFPA 90A which has

primary responsibility for combustibles in plenums.”
This is the first time that I know of where the submitter of a proposal for the NEC has respected the primacy of NFPA

90A and held off making a NEC proposal for an application in a plenum only to get the response from the Technical
Committee on Air-Conditioning that indicates it wasn’t necessary because it’s already covered by NFPA 90A.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-33

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-31     Log #40

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-48
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-48 (Log #3).

I agree with the action to reject this proposal but I disagree with the committee that it is already
covered. This is a wiring method and excessive use in a plenum would add combustible material without limitation. The
2011 NEC does permit some cable routing systems above non-rated ceiling spaces but do not permit these systems in
plenums or risers therefore, this system is not appropriate for this document.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.

KOFFEL, W.:    It should be noted that the Committee action on Comment 90A-33 was that cable routing assemblies
were covered by the general material requirements of a flame spread index of 25 or less and a smoke developed index
of 50 or less when tested in accordance with ASTM E84 or UL 723.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-32     Log #48

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Terry Peters, The Society of the Plastics Industry

90A-48
Reconsider and accept my proposal.

Proposals 90A-48 (Log #3) ad 90A-56 (Log #4) were submitted to require that cable routing
assemblies installed in ceiling cavity plenums and raised floor plenums be listed to the same requirements as
communications and optical fiber raceways.
The UL standard for listing cable routing assemblies, UL2024A, ,

has provisions for listing plenum grade cable routing assemblies. The fire test requirements for cable routing assemblies
in UL 2024A are identical to the fire test requirements for communications and optical fiber raceways in UL 2024.
Proposals 90A-48 and 90A-56 were rejected with the statement that “The committee concludes that this is already

covered and it does not want to create a laundry list where items are already covered.”
The committee appears to have concluded that cable routing assemblies are already covered by the requirements for

communications and optical fiber raceways. These raceways and cable routing assemblies are recognized as different
products by UL in their listings, by NFPA 76-2009, ,
and articles 770, 800 and 820 of NFPA 70, the 2011 .
Raceways are, by definition “an enclosed channel” (See 2011 NEC section 100, Part I.), whereas cable routing

assemblies are “A single channel or connected multiple channels” that may or may not be enclosed (See the definition
of cable routing assembly in section 770.2 of the 2011 NEC.)
The committee should reverse its initial action and accept proposals 90A-48 ad 90A-56 because they are not already

covered. They should be covered because cable routing assemblies are used in ceiling cavity plenums and raised floor
plenums and they have a potential for spreading fire and emitting smoke. The UL standard addresses these issues.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-33.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-33     Log #58

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-48
Continue to reject this proposal but re-evaluate and revise the Panel Statement.

The Committee statement implies that these Cable Routing Assemblies are already covered in 90A.
Please continue to reject and issue a Panel statement that clarifies Cable Routing Assemblies are NOT already covered
and that the proposal is incomplete relative to quantity, cable types required, and provisions for removing abandoned
assemblies.  In addition we urge the Committee to review the potential overfill of plenum spaces relative to air
movement.
It is true that Cable Routing Assemblies have been accepted in the optical fiber and communications Articles of the

2011 NEC.  However, this does not include use in plenums nor was there any discussion of this use during the 2011
cycle.
The 90A Committee should review the introduction of plenum rated cables and the subsequent problems that arose.

Dr. Stan Kaufman was very instrumental when the standard for testing plenum-rated cables was developed.  He later
stated in a review of the use at a seminar that they NEVER ANTICIPATED THE MASSIVE USE THAT ULTIMATELY
RESULTED.  This information eventually led to the rule for removing abandoned cable.
Because of the accumulation of cables in plenum spaces, it was necessary for the NEC to require removal of

abandoned cable.  This has resulted in another significant issue – the tremendous cost associated with removal of these
abandoned cables.
There is an important statement in the NEC proposals for Cable Routing Assemblies (CRA) that is relative to the costly

unforeseen issue with plenum cable (Example, Proposal 16-12.)  The states in the proposals, “The significant
difference between optical fiber/communications cable routing assemblies and optical fiber raceways is that the routing
assemblies are larger and open, ” (Emphasis added.)  This would seem to negate
the decrease in fire load that has been accomplished by the costly removal of abandoned cable, not to mention
decrease in air movement.
In addition to the fire load of the CRA itself, it is noted that these are most often installed open.  (From NEC

substantiation for CRA, “Routing assemblies are u-shaped wiring troughs that may or may not have covers.  (If they
always had covers, they would be raceways and this proposal would not be necessary.)”
There is no provision for requiring plenum cable in these assemblies when installed in plenums.  The NEC requires that

only plenum cable be installed in nonmetallic plenum raceways installed in plenums.  There is no requirement for testing
these assemblies with cable installed.

No test data was supplied with the NEC proposals nor with the 90A proposals, only a manufacturer’s application
brochure.  Perhaps this was because the CRA was not proposed for plenums in the NEC.  However, more data is
needed for plenum evaluation, including the potential loading of such spaces.
Please continue to reject and issue a Panel statement that clarifies Cable Routing Assemblies are NOT already

covered and that the proposal is incomplete relative to quantity, cable types required, and provisions for removing
abandoned assemblies.  In addition the Panel is urged to review the potential overfill of plenum spaces relative to air
movement.
Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

The committee concludes that this is a material that would default to the general material
requirements.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.

HIRSCHLER, M.:  I support the committee action - However the committee statement is incorrect since the default
material requirements, if the action on comment 90A-22 is not an accept, is that the default requirements for these
materials is noncombustible. That was not the committee's intent.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-34     Log #64

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dwayne E. Sloan, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

90A-48
New text to read as follows:
Cable routing assemblies shall be listed as having a maximum peak optical density of 0.5 or less,

an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in
accordance with UL 2024A .

Cable routing assemblies shall be listed as having a maximum peak optical density of 0.5 or less,
an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in
accordance with UL 2024A .

After looking more closely at the original proposal and considering the ROP negatives by Harrington,
Kahn, and Koffel, the proposal adds a new paragraph for cable routing assemblies that are not actually covered
elsewhere in NFPA 90A. This proposal should be reconsidered for acceptance. While UL2024 is currently referenced in
90A, it should be noted that there are differences between the Scope and Construction requirements in UL2024 and
UL2024A. The new language adds needed clarity for these products.
UL certifies optical fiber cable routing assemblies (QBAA) in accordance with UL2024A under a separate category than

optical fiber cable raceways (QAZM) in accordance with UL2024.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-33.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 2
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.
SLOAN, D.:  The committee statement for not including specific requirements for Cable Routing Assemblies was that

these products would default to the general material requirements. However, the default general requirements, without
the acceptance of 90A-22, is noncombustible. I do not believe that the committee's intent is that these products must be
noncombustible. There was discussions and presentations demonstrating the close similarity between these products
and optical fiber raceways; but no rationale provided as to why these products should not be treated in a similar manner
relative to the fire and smoke requirements. Reconsider and accept this Comment with an editorial update to the title of
UL2024A.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-35     Log #41

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-49
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-49 (Log #11).

UL 1887 is an inappropriate test method for a plastic plumbing piping and tubing. No substantiation
was submitted to justify the reduction in testing requirements for this product which if accepted would permit unlimited
quantities of plastic piping and tubing in ceiling cavity and within raised floor plenums. In a fire situation there is failure of
all systems and there is no assurance nor can we assume there will be water in these systems as stated by the
submitter. There has been no testing to support submitter’s substantiation.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-21

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-36     Log #11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-50
Revise text to read as follows:

Electrical wires and cables, and or optical fiber cables, within a duct enclosure shall comply with Section
4.3.4.

This is a editorial comment.
The text accepted by the technical committee literally requires electrical wires and cables or optical fiber cables to

comply with Section 4.3.4. Obviously, all materials in a duct enclosure need to comply; changing “or” to “and” will require
all materials to meet the requirements of Section 4.3.4.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-37     Log #21

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

90A-52
Accept the proposal as written.

The original proposal seeks clarification with the NEC.  The NEC has purview over this requirement.
The proposed text correctly identifies that cables which are identified for future use and properly tagged are permitted.
The action taken by the 90A committee is in conflict with the existing NEC requirement.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

KOFFEL, W.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 90A-16 (Log #20).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-38     Log #12

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-53
Continue to reject this proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
reject this proposal. The submitter supplied no data to support the proposal.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-39     Log #42

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-53
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-53 (Log #15).

I agree with the action to reject this proposal, NFPA 262 is an inappropriate test method for a raceway.
No substantiation was submitted to show Type RTRC is equal to the presently permitted wiring methods metal raceway,
metal sheathed cables and totally enclosed non-ventilated busway. If accepted it would permit non-plenum rated wire
and cable in a nonmetallic wiring method

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-40     Log #54

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-53
Continue to reject.

We agree with the Panel action to reject this proposal and with the Panel statement that RTRC should
not be treated as non-combustible. However, the rest of the Panel Statement is unclear.  The statement concludes that
RTRC should be tested as other materials are.  The submitter of this proposal is proposing that RTRC be tested to a
cable standard. NFPA 262.  Nonmetallic Plenum Raceways are currently allowed in 4.3.11.2.6.4 (and in the NEC) and
are tested to UL 2024 not NFPA 262.  The scope of this standard is raceways and fittings that are “designed for use with
optical fiber and communication cables in accordance with the National Electrical Code”.   The National Electrical Code
articles that allow the use of plenum-rated raceways in plenums (Articles 725, 770, 800 and 820) require that

be installed in these raceways when they are located in a plenum.  Proposal 90A-34 would allow
non-plenum- rated cable to be installed in an RTRC or nonmetallic raceway, a significant reason for the rejection of this
proposal which we believe should have been included in the Panel Statement.
Proposal 90A-34 maintains that “Recent developments in the formulation of materials which can be utilized in the

production of Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) warrant an expansion of the permitted installation
methods.”    Although the proposal states that compliance with the flame and smoke requirements of NFPA 262,

has been confirmed, no such data appears to have been supplied relative to RTRC. The proposal shows no
supporting material available at NFPA.  The NFPA 262 standard (

) is a test for cables, not raceways.  We also are not aware of
nonmetallic raceway/pipe that can pass E84.  ASTM E5 is currently seeking a mounting method that will allow
supportable test results on materials that melt, drip and delaminate using E84.  If tests confirming compliance exist, they
should have been supplied with the proposal as part of the substantiation.  This would have allowed evaluation of the
data by the CMP and the public.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-41     Log #62

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William C. Wagner, Certification Solutions

90A-53
Revise text to read as follows:

4.3.11.4.6* Electrical wires and cables and optical fiber cables shall be;
a) listed as having a maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a

maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with NFPA 262,
or

b) shall be installed in metal raceways, or metal sheathed cable, or totally enclosed nonventilated busway, or
c) installed in Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) when both the wires or cables and RTRC are listed as

having a maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame
spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with NFPA 262,

Committee action should be “Accept in Principle.”
The Committee’s statement on this proposal indicated that “RTRC should not simply be treated as non-combustible. It

needs to be tested as other materials are.” Evaluation of RTRC using the identical requirements and criteria specified for
the evaluation of other nonmetallic materials was an integral part of this proposal. I therefore explored this comment with
some of the individual committee members. I was informed that the underlying concern was that the proposal, as initially
submitted, implied that only the RTRC had to be evaluated to these criteria, and that non-evaluated wires and cables
could be used within the RTRC. As this was not the submitter’s intent, the proposal has been revised to clearly indicate
that both the conduit and the wires and cables run within the conduit must comply with the requirements that have been
applied to the wire and cable alone.
As a “baseline” for the performance of nonmetallic products in these applications has already been established within

this clause, additional technical validation of these criteria should not be necessary. It should only be necessary for the
listing agency to evaluate product to the established criteria, and any others that it deems necessary. The NFPA 262
requirements specified within this clause have already been utilized by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. to evaluate both
wires and cables and nonmetallic conduit for flame spread and smoke optical density. Certain formulations of RTRC
have demonstrated compliance with the flame propagation and optical smoke density requirements of NFPA 262, as
well as ASTM E 84, as confirmed through independent testing at UL, and supporting data is available.
NFPA Standards Council Decision 05-24 (SC #05-7-4) dated 29 July 2005 that states, relating to combustibles in

plenums, (which includes both cables in conduit as well as plenum cables) “Jurisdiction over combustibles in plenums.
As the Council has indicated earlier in this decision, the Technical Committee on Air Conditioning, rather than the NEC
Project, has, for many years, and should continue to have, primary jurisdiction for air distribution systems including the
subject of combustibles, such as cables, in ducts, plenums and other air handling spaces (plenum spaces).”
Therefore, in order for these products to be listed and permitted in NEC applications, it is first necessary for the NFPA

90A Committee to revise clause 4.3.11.4.6 in accordance with this proposal.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-14

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HIRSCHLER, M.:  See comment on NFPA 90A-14.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-42     Log #59

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-57
Reject this proposal.

Comparing all plastic pipes to plastic sprinkler pipe is inappropriate and could compromise safety in
plenum installations.  This proposal was also submitted to the ICC Mechanical Code and was soundly rejected.
Sprinkler pipes are rarely grouped together.  Other pipes can be and often are.   UL 1887 tests only one length of pipe. 

Nonmetallic sprinkler pipe tested to UL1887 is but in real life installations.  It
would not be appropriate to keep many of these other plastic pipes and tubing filled with water.
ASTM Committee E05 originates a large portion of fire test standards that are eventually referenced in NFPA and UL

standards.  This includes E84 a test 
frequently required by the building codes.  Standard E84 uses the Steiner Tunnel.  E5 has currently been working on
developing workable mounting methods for nonmetallic pipes that do not maintain their structure during E84 fire testing. 
Product mounting method is a critical element of testing.  Some support systems inappropriately register better results
than they might in actual installations.  This project is not complete. 
E05 has spent a great deal of time on a suggestion to add an Appendix item to E84 that would, also inappropriately,

permit use of UL 1887 in lieu of E-84.  By being in the Appendix of E84 this would lend some credence for acceptance
even though the location was incorrect. That idea was solidly defeated at E05 and work has been set aside.
Unfortunately, there are a number of UL tests that are based on the Steiner Tunnel  (such as UL 2024)) but they have

been modified for particular products because the scope of E84 requires the following:  “1.3  The material or product to
be tested shall be self-supporting without the need of supporting material on the underside of the specimen.  Materials
which melt, drip or delaminate are beyond the scope of this method.”  Support material is permitted in UL 1887 and a
further  deviationis to test only one length of pipe, where other products permitted by 90A must have a tray full of
product tested. 
Accepting more products tested to UL1887 is going to fill plenums with greatly increased fire and smoke load without

data on the aggregate amount.  It is well known that the proliferation of plenum cables caused significant concerns over
fire-loading in plenums and eventually led to code requirements to remove abandoned cable.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-43     Log #30

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

90A-42
Revise text to read as follows:

4.3.11.5.5 Materials within a raised floor plenum exposed to the airflow shall be noncombustible or comply with
4.3.11.5.5.1 through 4.3.11.5.5.10 4.3.11.5.5.8, as applicable.

Corrects editorial typo in ROP.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-44     Log #24

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Rosemary Heinze, Arkema Inc.

90A-54
My comment is to abandon the Proposal and revert to the section numbering as it currently exists

in the 2009 standard.
4.3.11.5.5 Materials within a raised floor plenum exposed to the airflow shall comply with 4.3.11.5.5.1 through

4.3.11.5.5.9, 4.3.11.5.5.8, as applicable.
4.3.11.5.5.7 Plastic plumbing piping and tubing within a raised floor plenum shall exhibit a maximum peak optical

density of 0.5 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or
less when tested in accordance with ANSI/UL 1887, Standard for Safety Fire Test of Plastic Sprinkler Pipe for Visible
Flame and Smoke Characteristics.

Thermoplastic piping materials can be easily formed into flat sheet configurations and tested with full
tunnel coverage to ASTM E 84, so the current test method and building codes are sufficient. Regardless, a working
group has been reactivated in ASTM to develop a procedure to test pipes, and actual testing is already underway so
that the data from the testing can be used to ensure that the current standard of safety is maintained. This Proposal
does not ensure that the current standard of safety is maintained. Current building codes call for a maximum Smoke
Developed Index of 50 when the material is tested to ASTM E 84. The average optical density in the Proposal correlates
to a Smoke Developed Index that is 8 times greater that the maximum SDI of 50 that is in the building codes. As others
have noted, the scope of UL 1887 is too narrow to assign as the standard for all pipe in plenums.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-46

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-45     Log #35

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David A. Seiler, Arkema Inc.

90A-54
Propose deletion of proposal. 4.3.11.5.5.7 Plastic Plumbing Piping and tubing within a raised floor

plenum shall exhibit a maximum peak optical density of 0.5 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a
maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with ANSI/UL 1887, Standard for
Safety Fire Test of Plastic Sprinkler Pipe for Visible Flame and Smoke Characteristics.

For people submitting UL 1887 as a replacement for areas that are currently using ASTM E84, they
need to understand that these tests are not very close in what they measure.  UL 1887 assumes that only one stick of
pipe alone in the plenum area.  This proposal would allow all types of piping cumulatively installed right next to each
other to be used in a non-combustible plenum.  That would be analogous to changing the wire codes to allow the testing
of just one strand of wire to approval all of the telephone cable that you would want to install.  Tests show that a
standard off the shelf plastic pipe can meet UL 1887 5, 0.50, 0.15 values and the same product tested in either sheet or
pipe form in an ASTM E84  test would have a smoke value of >500 with 50 or less being the pass criteria.  While this
concept is logical for sprinkler piping, it does not make sense to allow the use of this test for “any and all” types of pipe
installed in the plenum.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-46

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-46     Log #43

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-54
Reconsider and reject Proposal 90A-54 (Log #35).

I agree with negative votes, UL 1887 is an inappropriate test method for a plastic plumbing piping and
tubing. No substantiation was submitted to justify the reduction in testing requirements for this product which if accepted
would permit unlimited quantities of plastic piping and tubing in ceiling cavity and within raised floor plenums. In a fire
situation there is failure of all systems and there is no assurance nor can we assume there will be water in these
systems as stated by the submitter. There has been no testing to support submitter’s substantiation.

4.3.11.5.5  Plastic piping and tubing used in plumbing systems shall be permited to be used within a raised floor plenum
when it exhibits a flame spread index of 25 or less and a smoke developed index of 50 or less when tested in
accordance with ASTM E84 or UL 723 at full width of the tunnel and with no water or any other liquid in the pipe during
the test.

The committee changed the test method as the requirement was using UL 1887 outside of its
intended scope. This will assure the proper material is allowed.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-47     Log #55

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-54
Reject this proposal.

This proposal was also submitted to the ICC Mechanical Code and was solidly defeated.
Our comments to 90A-40 are repeated below.  In addition, the following provides additional reasons for rejecting this
proposal.
Our arguments are strengthened further by the substantiation in this proposal.
1.  If people are testing these pipes to E84 by filling a single length with water, then the pipes and tubes are not

acceptable.  To be tested an E84 material must be self-supporting without the need of supporting material on the
underside of the specimen.  There is no provision for filling a product with water.  In the event of a fire in a plenum
space, a nonmetallic pipe would be subject to melting and dripping.  If these pipes were tested  by a modified version of
E84 (such as UL 2024 for raceways), they would be placed in a tray with the additional support of a wire mesh.  Under
these conditions, comparable values are not achieved.
2. Sprinkler pipe is tested dry and required to be filled with water in an actual installation.  These plumbing pipes and

tubes will not always be filled with water.  The submitter notes that in the event water is not present for a number of
reasons, would cause flame spread in the plenum.” (Emphasis added.)
This submitter of 90A-54 also submitted  proposal 90A-40 which proposes using UL1887.  The same problem above
would exist.
Comparing all plastic pipes to plastic sprinkler pipe is inappropriate and could compromise safety in plenum installations.
Sprinkler pipes are rarely grouped together.  Other pipes can be and often are.   UL 1887 tests only one length of pipe.
Nonmetallic sprinkler pipe tested to UL1887 is but in real life installations.  It
would not be appropriate to keep many of these other plastic pipes and tubing filled with water.
ASTM Committee E05 originates a large portion of fire test standards that are eventually referenced in NFPA and UL
standards.  This includes E84 a test
frequently required by the building codes.  Standard E84 uses the Steiner Tunnel.  E5 has currently been working on
developing workable mounting methods for nonmetallic pipes that do not maintain their structure during E84 fire testing..
Product mounting method is a critical element of testing.  Some support systems inappropriately register better results
than they might in actual installations.  This project is not complete.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-46.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-48     Log #44

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-55
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-55 (Log #16).

I agree with the action to reject this proposal, NFPA 262 is an inappropriate test method for a raceway.
No substantiation was submitted to show Type RTRC is equal to the presently permitted wiring methods metal raceway,
metal sheathed cables and totally enclosed non-ventilated busway. If accepted it would permit non-plenum rated wire
and cable in a nonmetallic wiring method

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-49     Log #52

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-55
Continue to reject.

We agree with the Panel action to reject this proposal and with the Panel statement that RTRC should
not be treated as non-combustible. However, the rest of the Panel Statement is unclear.  The statement concludes that
RTRC should be tested as other materials are.  The submitter of this proposal is proposing that RTRC be tested to a
cable standard, NFPA 262.  Nonmetallic Plenum Raceways are currently allowed in 4.3.11.2.6.4 (and in the NEC) and
are tested to UL 2024 not NFPA 262.  The scope of this standard is raceways and fittings that are “designed for use with
optical fiber and communication cables in accordance with the National Electrical Code”.   The National Electrical Code
articles that allow the use of plenum-rated raceways in plenums (Articles 725, 770, 800 and 820) require that

be installed in these raceways when they are located in a plenum.  Proposal 90A-34 would allow
non-plenum- rated cable to be installed in an RTRC or nonmetallic raceway, a significant reason for the rejection of this
proposal which we believe should have been included in the Panel Statement.
Proposal 90A-34 maintains that “Recent developments in the formulation of materials which can be utilized in the

production of Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) warrant an expansion of the permitted installation
methods.”    Although the proposal states that compliance with the flame and smoke requirements of NFPA 262,

has been confirmed, no such data appears to have been supplied relative to RTRC. The proposal shows no
supporting material available at NFPA.  The NFPA 262 standard (

) is a test for cables, not raceways.  We also are not aware of
nonmetallic raceway/pipe that can pass E84.  ASTM E5 is currently seeking a mounting method that will allow
supportable test results on materials that melt, drip and delaminate using E84.  If tests confirming compliance exist, they
should have been supplied with the proposal as part of the substantiation.  This would have allowed evaluation of the
data by the CMP and the public.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-50     Log #63

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William C. Wagner, Certification Solutions

90A-55
Revise text to read as follows:

4.3.11.5.5.1* Electrical wires and cables and optical fiber cables shall be;
a) listed as having a maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a

maximum flame spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with NFPA 262,
or

b) shall be installed in metal raceways, or metal sheathed cable, or totally enclosed nonventilated busway, or
c) installed in Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) when both the wires or cables and RTRC are listed as

having a maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame
spread distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with NFPA 262,

Committee action should be “Accept in Principle.”
The Committee’s statement on this proposal indicated that “RTRC should not simply be treated as non-combustible. It

needs to be tested as other materials are.” Evaluation of RTRC using the identical requirements and criteria specified for
the evaluation of other nonmetallic materials was an integral part of this proposal. I therefore explored this comment with
some of the individual committee members. I was informed that the underlying concern was that the proposal, as initially
submitted, implied that only the RTRC had to be evaluated to these criteria, and that non-evaluated wires and cables
could be used within the RTRC. As this was not the submitter’s intent, the proposal has been revised to clearly indicate
that both the conduit and the wires and cables run within the conduit must comply with the requirements that have been
applied to the wire and cable alone.
As a “baseline” for the performance of nonmetallic products in these applications has already been established within

this clause, additional technical validation of these criteria should not be necessary. It should only be necessary for the
listing agency to evaluate product to the established criteria, and any others that it deems necessary. The NFPA 262
requirements specified within this clause have already been utilized by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. to evaluate both
wires and cables and nonmetallic conduit for flame spread and smoke optical density. Certain formulations of RTRC
have demonstrated compliance with the flame propagation and optical smoke density requirements of NFPA 262, as
well as ASTM E 84, as confirmed through independent testing at UL, and supporting data is available.
NFPA Standards Council Decision 05-24 (SC #05-7-4) dated 29 July 2005 that states, relating to combustibles in

plenums, (which includes both cables in conduit as well as plenum cables) “Jurisdiction over combustibles in plenums.
As the Council has indicated earlier in this decision, the Technical Committee on Air Conditioning, rather than the NEC
Project, has, for many years, and should continue to have, primary jurisdiction for air distribution systems including the
subject of combustibles, such as cables, in ducts, plenums and other air handling spaces (plenum spaces).”
Therefore, in order for these products to be listed and permitted in NEC applications, it is first necessary for the NFPA

90A Committee to revise clause 4.3.11.5.5.1 in accordance with this proposal.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-14.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HIRSCHLER, M.:  See comment on NFPA 90A-14.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-51     Log #13

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-56
Accept the proposal.

I find the committee’s reject statement to be perplexing: “The committee concludes that this is already
covered and it does not want to create a laundry list where items are already covered.”
The committee statement did not explicitly identify what part of the standard already covers cable routing assemblies.

The list of products covered in Section 4.3.11.5.5 includes;
Wire and cable
Pneumatic tubing
Sprinkler piping
Optical fiber and communications raceways
Loudspeakers
Since it is obvious the cable routing assemblies are not wire, cable, tubing, piping or loudspeakers, apparently, the

committee has concluded that routing assemblies are raceways. The National Electrical Code defines a raceway:
An enclosed channel of metal or nonmetallic materials designed expressly for holding wires, cables, or

busbars, with additional functions as permitted in this . Raceways include, but are not limited to, rigid metal
conduit, rigid nonmetallic conduit, intermediate metal conduit, liquidtight flexible conduit, flexible metallic tubing, flexible
metal conduit, electrical nonmetallic tubing, electrical metallic tubing, underfloor raceways, cellular concrete floor
raceways, cellular metal floor raceways, surface raceways, wireways, and busways. 
A key part of the definition of a raceway in that it is enclosed.
The definition of a cable routing assembly that was accepted by NEC Panel 16 (Comment 16-8) for inclusion in Article

770 of the 2011 NEC is:
Cable Routing Assembly: A single channel or connected multiple channels, as well as associated fittings, forming a

structural system that is used to support, route and protect high densities of wires and cables, typically communications
wires and cables, optical fiber and data (Class 2 and Class 3) cables associated with information technology and
communications equipment.
Note that the definition of cable routing assembly does not include the term “enclosed”; that is because parts of a cable

routing assembly are typically not enclosed.
UL has determined that cable routing assemblies are different from raceways; It has different standards for listing

raceways and cable routing assemblies. NFPA 90A refers to ANSI/UL 2024,
in sections 4.3.11.2.6.4 and 4.3.11.5.5.4. The UL standard for listing cable routing

assemblies is UL2024A, UL 2024A has provisions for listing
general-purpose, riser and plenum cable routing assemblies.
Cable routing assemblies are used in ceiling cavity plenums and raised floor plenums. They are fabricated from plastic

and have a potential for spreading fire and emitting smoke; the UL standard addresses these issues. The fire test
requirements for cable routing assemblies in UL 2024A are identical to the fire test requirements for optical fiber and
communications raceway in UL 2024.
NFPA 76 -2009, already recognizes general-purpose,

riser and plenum cable routing assemblies.
General-purpose and riser cable routing assemblies, but not plenum grade cable routing assemblies, will be included in

Article 770 of the 2011 NEC. Plenum grade cable routing assemblies were not proposed out of deference to NFPA 90A.
Quoting from 2011 NEC Proposal 16-82:
.  “A plenum grade routing assembly is not being proposed because it is not currently recognized in NFPA 90A which
has primary responsibility for combustibles in plenums.”
This is the first time that I know of where the submitter of a proposal for the NEC has respected the primacy of NFPA

90A and held off making a NEC proposal for an application in a plenum only to get the response from the Technical
Committee on Air-Conditioning that indicates it wasn’t necessary because it’s already covered by NFPA 90A.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-33.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-52     Log #22

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

90A-56
Continue to Reject.

There is no need for the 90A standard to identify each and every type of assembly or raceway
addressed in the NEC.  All products and materials, electrical or other, installed in spaces covered by the 90A standard
are required to meet the material requirements within that standard.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-53     Log #45

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-56
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-56 (Log #4).

I agree with the action to reject this proposal but I disagree with the committee that it is already
covered. This is a wiring method. The excessive use in a plenum would add combustible material without limitation. The
2011 NEC does permit some cable routing systems above non-rated ceiling spaces but do not permit these systems in
plenums or risers therefore, this system is not appropriate for this document.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.

KOFFEL, W.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 90A-31 (Log #40).
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90A-54     Log #49

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Terry Peters, The Society of the Plastics Industry

90A-56
Reconsider and accept my proposal.

Proposals 90A-48 ad 90A-56 were submitted to require that cable routing assemblies installed in
ceiling cavity plenums and raised floor plenums be listed to the same requirements as communications and optical fiber
raceways.
The UL standard for listing cable routing assemblies, UL2024A, ,

has provisions for listing plenum grade cable routing assemblies. The fire test requirements for cable routing assemblies
in UL 2024A are identical to the fire test requirements for communications and optical fiber raceways in UL 2024.
Proposals 90A-48 and 90A-56 were rejected with the statement that “The committee concludes that this is already

covered and it does not want to create a laundry list where items are already covered.”
The committee appears to have concluded that cable routing assemblies are already covered by the requirements for

communications and optical fiber raceways. These raceways and cable routing assemblies are recognized as different
products by UL in their listings, by NFPA 76-2009, ,
and articles 770, 800 and 820 of NFPA 70, the 2011 .
Raceways are, by definition “an enclosed channel” (See 2011 NEC section 100, Part I.), whereas cable routing

assemblies are “A single channel or connected multiple channels” that may or may not be enclosed (See the definition
of cable routing assembly in section 770.2 of the 2011 NEC.)
The committee should reverse its initial action and accept proposals 90A-48 ad 90A-56 because they are not already

covered. They should be covered because cable routing assemblies are used in ceiling cavity plenums and raised floor
plenums and they have a potential for spreading fire and emitting smoke. The UL standard addresses these issues.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-33.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.
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90A-55     Log #57

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William A. Wolfe, Steel Tube Institute of North America

90A-56
Continue to reject this proposal but re-evaluate and revise the Panel Statement.

The Committee statement implies that these Cable Routing Assemblies are already covered in 90A.
Please continue to reject and issue a Panel statement that clarifies Cable Routing Assemblies are NOT already covered
and that the proposal is incomplete relative to quantity, cable types required, and provisions for removing abandoned
assemblies.  In addition we urge the Committee to review the potential overfill of plenum spaces relative to air
movement.
It is true that Cable Routing Assemblies have been accepted in the optical fiber and communications Articles of the

2011 NEC.  However, this does not include use in plenums nor was there any discussion of this use during the 2011
cycle.
The 90A Committee should review the introduction of plenum rated cables and the subsequent problems that arose.

Dr. Stan Kaufman was very instrumental when the standard for testing plenum-rated cables was developed.  He later
stated in a review of the use at a seminar that they NEVER ANTICIPATED THE MASSIVE USE THAT ULTIMATELY
RESULTED.  This information eventually led to the rule for removing abandoned cable.
Because of the accumulation of cables in plenum spaces, it was necessary for the NEC to require removal of

abandoned cable.  This has resulted in another significant issue – the tremendous cost associated with removal of these
abandoned cables.
There is an important statement in the NEC proposals for Cable Routing Assemblies (CRA) that is relative to the costly

unforeseen issue with plenum cable (Example, Proposal 16-12.)  The states in the proposals, “The significant
difference between optical fiber/communications cable routing assemblies and optical fiber raceways is that the routing
assemblies are larger and open, ” (Emphasis added.)  This would seem to negate
the decrease in fire load that has been accomplished by the costly removal of abandoned cable, not to mention
decrease in air movement.
In addition to the fire load of the CRA itself, it is noted that these are most often installed open.  (From NEC

substantiation for CRA, “Routing assemblies are u-shaped wiring troughs that may or may not have covers.  (If they
always had covers, they would be raceways and this proposal would not be necessary.)”
There is no provision for requiring plenum cable in these assemblies when installed in plenums.  The NEC requires

that only plenum cable be installed in nonmetallic plenum raceways installed in plenums.  There is no requirement for
testing these assemblies with cable installed.

No test data was supplied with the NEC proposals nor with the 90A proposals, only a manufacturer’s application
brochure.  Perhaps this was because the CRA was not proposed for plenums in the NEC.  However, more data is
needed for plenum evaluation, including the potential loading of such spaces.
Please continue to reject and issue a Panel statement that clarifies Cable Routing Assemblies are NOT already

covered and that the proposal is incomplete relative to quantity, cable types required, and provisions for removing
abandoned assemblies.  In addition the Panel is urged to review the potential overfill of plenum spaces relative to air
movement.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

HARRINGTON, J.:  Cable routing assembly requirements should be specifically detailed in NFPA 90A.

KOFFEL, W.:  See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 90A-31 (Log #40).
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90A-56     Log #46

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-57
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-57 (Log #9).

UL 1887 is an inappropriate test method for a plastic plumbing piping and tubing. No substantiation
was submitted to justify the reduction in testing requirements for this product which if accepted would permit unlimited
quantities of plastic piping and tubing in ceiling cavity and within raised floor plenums. In a fire situation there is failure of
all systems and there is no assurance nor can we assume there will be water in these systems as stated by the
submitter. There has been no testing to support submitter’s substantiation.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-21.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-57     Log #14

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-59
Revise text to read as follows:

Optical fiber, communications and signaling and coaxial cable raceways shall be listed as having a
maximum peak optical density of 0.50 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less, and a maximum flame spread
distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) or less when tested in accordance with ANSI/UL 2024, Standard for Safety Optical-Fiber and
Communications Cable Raceway.

NEC Panel 16 deleted CATV raceways from the 2011 NEC in order simplify the number of redundant
raceways and also to correlate with NFPA 90A-2009. Changing the maximum peak optical density from 0.5 to 0.50 will
correlate with Section 4.3.11.5.5.1.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-58     Log #15

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-60
Revise text to read as follows:

Raised floors, intermachine cables, electrical wires, listed plenum  optical-fiber optical fiber,
communications and signaling and coaxial cable raceways, and optical-fiber cables in computer/data processing rooms
where these rooms are designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 75,

, shall be permitted.
NEC Panel 16 deleted CATV raceways from the 2011 NEC in order simplify the number of redundant

raceways and also to correlate with NFPA 90A-2009.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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90A-59     Log #47

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard E. Loyd, Sun Lakes, AZ

90A-62
Continue to reject Proposal 90A-62 (Log #12).

UL 1887 is an inappropriate test method for a plastic plumbing piping and tubing. No substantiation
was submitted to justify the reduction in testing requirements for this product which if accepted would permit unlimited
quantities of plastic piping and tubing in ceiling cavity and within raised floor plenums. In a fire situation there is failure of
all systems and there is no assurance nor can we assume there will be water in these systems as stated by the
submitter. There has been no testing to support submitter’s substantiation.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-21.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-60     Log #19

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

90A-63
Accept the proposal as written.

The original proposal seeks clarification with the NEC.  The NEC has purview over this requirement.
The proposed text correctly identifies that cables which are identified for future use and properly tagged are permitted.
The action taken by the 90A committee is in conflict with the existing NEC requirement.

Affirmative: 25  Negative: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

KOFFEL, W.:  See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 90A-16 (Log #20).
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90A-61     Log #65

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

90A-65
New text to read as follows:

Revise  proposal as follows:
4.3.12.1.1 Egress corridors shall not be used as a portion of a supply, return, or exhaust air system serving adjoining

areas where prohibited by NFPA 101, Life Safety Code or NFPA 5000 Building Construction and Safety Code, unless
otherwise permitted by 4.3.12.1.2.1 through 4.3.12.1.2.4

Although I saw nothing wrong with my original proposal, given the technical committee only seemed to
be concerned about manual of style issues, I am submitting this text instead. I am also concerned that the technical
committee did not address my substantiation pertaining to whether NFPA 90A should be specifying occupancy specific
provisions. As I stated in my original proposal, NFPA 90A should not be specifying occupancy requirements even if they
provide better safeguards as this should fall under the Building or Life Safety Code. NFPA 101 already prohibits transfer
grills, louvers, transoms, etc. from being installed in corridors and doors of health care occupancies, lodging and
rooming houses, hotel and dormitories, apartments and residential board and care occupancies. Given what the
technical committee did in 90A-66, it seems apparent that NFPA 90A should not be establishing occupancy-specific
requirements, and therefore leave those requirements to the Life Safety and Building Codes.

The committee concludes that this proposal would improperly defer its responsibilities for
scoping to the 101 TC's.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-62     Log #66

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

90A-66
Reject proposal

NFPA 90A should not be occupancy specific as that’s the purview of the building or life safety code.
Moreover, terminology is not consistent with that of NFPA 101 and 5000. In addition, the change now applies the same
prohibitions to ambulatory health care facilities (centers? occupancies?) without any technical justification. This has a
huge impact on ambulatory health care centers if clinics and medical office buildings are considered to be ambulatory
health care centers, when they in fact are actually business occupancies. This is more reason for this standard to stay
out of specifying occupancy type requirements.

It is beyond the scope of defend in place occupancies.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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90A-63     Log #67

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

90A-66
Revise original proposal as follows:

5.1.3 Air-Handling Equipment Rooms That Have Air Ducts
That Open Directly into a Shaft.
5.1.3.1 Air-handling equipment rooms, including the protection of openings, shall be separated from shafts by

construction having a fire resistance rating not less than that required for the shaft by 5.3.4.
5.1.3.2 Fire-resistant separation shall not be required for air handling equipment rooms that are enclosed by

construction having a fire resistance rating not less than that required for the shaft.
5.1.3.3* Combustible storage is not permitted in air handling equipment rooms that have air ducts under the air

handling equipment room complies with 5.1.3.1.
A.5.1.3.3 Air filters should be permitted.

In its reason for rejection, the committee stated the new language would weaken the current
requirements. How can this be when there is no existing language that addresses storage in air handling rooms?
Though I prefer my original proposal, revised text attempts to ensure that these rooms are not used for storage.
Otherwise, it’s possible for products of combustion to spread throughout the building via the air handling system should
a fire occur in an air handling equipment room that is not separated from a shaft by rated construction, as permitted by
5.1.3.2. The annex note clarifies that air filters, which are functionally necessary to be located proximate to air handling
equipment be permitted in these rooms.

This refers to the incorrect proposal number. It should be proposal 67. However, even if the
correct proposal had been linked, the committee does not wish to allow any combustible storage in such locations.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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90A-64     Log #68

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration

90A-68
Revise text to read as follows:

Maintain rejection of this proposal.
By submitting a public comment, I recognize that I open this subject back to debate during the ROC.

But I figure the HVAC industry will hardly pass on the opportunity to resubmit a public comment so we might as well
express our opinion. The committee has made a proposal to add “smoke” dampers (in addition to fire dampers) for shaft
openings; however, they’ve actually rejected their own proposal in an effort to seek public comment. However, in its
proposal, it fails to provide any technical substantiation for why the public should even reconsider this. The committee
has also not provided any references to where the public can review past discussion on the subject. To help on that end,
we will present an excerpt from our 2008 ROC comment (90A-38) to reject the committee’s proposal (90A-224) which
recommended smoke dampers. Note: the committee’s previous vote to accept was overturned on the floor at the
assembly meeting in Las Vegas in 2008 and an appeal to overturn the floor vote was subsequently rejected by the
Standards Council. Hence, one would think it should be a dead subject…
From 2008 ROC, 90A-38 (Log #50) (in response to ROP, 90A-224
... this proposal appears to be unfounded as to our knowledge, smoke travel through the air distribution system has not

been a contributing factor to fire deaths in buildings in recent history. In addition, the proponent has not provided any
quantitative data (i.e., life loss due to smoke spread from a fire in sprinklered buildings) to support mandatory installation
of smoke dampers at all penetrations of fire resistive shafts. For example, all high-rise fires where smoke spread has
been cited as a problem have either been in unsprinklered buildings or partially sprinklered buildings. A recent
comprehensive analysis in 2005 of high-rise fires by NFPA identified that no fatalities had occurred for more than a
decade in any U.S. high-rise occupancy (>10 story) other than the six fatalities in the unsprinklered Cook County Office
Building (2003); the one fatality in the unsprinklered First Interstate Bank Building (1991); and three firefighter fatalities
in the partially sprinklered (unsprinklered on floor of fire origin and several floors above) Meridan Plaza Building (1991).
The Murrah Federal Building (1995) and the World Trade Center (1993 & 2001) bombings were excluded from this
analysis. Therefore, one can conclude that smoke spread through the air distribution system has not been a problem in
buildings protected throughout with an operational fire sprinkler system since the fire sprinklers both control the burning
rate (and thus limit smoke production) and maintain near ambient temperature which limits the buoyancy forces that
drive smoke to the shafts where stack affect may cause smoke spread to other floors. It is also widely accepted that
operating fire sprinklers will prevent room flashover and full floor fires, and will limit the size of room fires.
The installation of additional smoke dampers in buildings will create a significant installation and recurring maintenance

cost impact that doesn't appear to be necessary for life safety, given there is no documented life loss to smoke spread
where occupant has not been intimate with the fire in a fully sprinklered building. It is estimated that the requirement for
installing smoke dampers and other related equipment (e.g., additional duct smoke detectors, connections to the fire
alarm system, interface with HVAC controls, etc.) costs between $1,500 to $3,000 per damper, and can be even more
for larger dampers. Recurring annual inspection and testing requirements and inevitable maintenance and repairs will
further increase the cost impact on building owners and operators. Without sufficient technical substantiation
documenting where and how additional lives can be saved, accepting the original proposal is inappropriate and not a
sound application of engineering principles.

See committee action and statement on Comment 90A-65. The committee has reviewed the
additional material submitted in support of 90A-65 and recognizes that this also supports property protection in
sprinklered and unsprinklered buildings.

Affirmative: 24  Negative: 1  Abstain: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

DUSZA, T.:    See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 90A-65 (Log #70).

KOFFEL, W.:  See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 90A-15 (Log #69).
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90A-65     Log #70

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vickie J. Lovell, InterCode Incorporated

90A-68

Combination fire/smoke dampers shall be installed at each direct or ducted opening into and out of enclosures required
by 5.3.4.1, unless otherwise permitted by 5.3.4.6.1 or 5.3.4.6.2.
Exception: Smoke dampers are not required where smoke dampers are exempted by NFPA 101 Life Safety Code.

In view of the committees previous support of this proposal and their request for additional information,
the Air Movement and Control Association (AMCA) respectfully submits the following information to the Technical
Committee.
In 2008, AMCA retained Koffel Associates to initiate an investigation to evaluate the performance of smoke dampers in

building air handling systems, and to determine whether the challenges made by various individuals that fire and or
fire/smoke dampers are essential elements of a fire and smoke protection design have merit. The investigation also
considered the benefit for the additional cost of smoke dampers installed in fire resistance rated shafts. The
investigation included three initial phases:
Phase 1- LITERATURE SEARCH.
Koffel Associates performed a literature review of code change proposals, codes and standards, and additional

resources to gather information on what work has been done concerning the performance of smoke dampers in shaft
penetrations and in corridor walls. Koffel Associates was directed to seek previous studies, reports or other unbiased,
credible third-party research regarding the effectiveness of fire/smoke dampers in sprinklered and non-sprinklered
buildings.
Phase II – COMPUTER FIRE MODEL
Conduct computer fire modeling to evaluate the performance of smoke dampers in building air handling systems.
Phase III  - COST ANALYSIS
Prepare a cost analysis by an independent mechanical engineering firm to determine the additional cost of installing a
fire/smoke damper as compared to the cost of a fire damper in the simulated buildings that were used in the computer
fire modeling.

Despite the concern about smoke spread throughout a building, the literature search revealed that little research has
been documented concerning the benefit or performance of smoke dampers in corridor walls and in duct penetrations of
shaft enclosures. The literature search resulted in finding very few documents of value in attempting to define the
problem of smoke spread through HVAC ductwork with few references to acceptable performance criteria, other than
research that was previously conducted by Hughes and Associates in 2001 for AMCA.  Most of the other published work
has focused on major sources of leakage such as door assemblies or in the case of the exterior wall work (not included
herein), door and window assemblies. Cracks and penetrations in the walls is often identified but not evaluated
quantitatively.
The conclusion should not be made however, that smoke dampers do not provide an essential function or that there is
no benefit; the performance and benefits simply have not been documented.  The claims that smoke dampers do not
contribute significantly to the fire/smoke safety of the building, or that they are cost prohibitive, are not substantiated by
the literature search. Overall, it appears that insufficient, specific research has been performed and reported in this area
to date to support either side of the case (for or against) a mandatory requirement for smoke dampers in shafts and
corridors. However, the literature search did confirm that smoke spreads beyond the area of the fire’s origin in both
sprinklered and non-sprinklered buildings, and that methods and materials/devices to manage such smoke should be
considered in the building’s fire/smoke safety design. Automatic sprinkler systems alone do not adequately control the
migration of smoke, as has been suggested by opponents of this proposal.

The literature search identified two relatively recent modeling efforts looking at the vertical spread of smoke in buildings
via shafts. Using these recent modeling projects as a basis, Koffel Associates was directed to conduct a computer fire
modeling project to evaluate the performance of smoke dampers in building air handling systems to compile information
and data on the effectiveness of smoke dampers.
The scope of work involved creating a computer model of a building using CONTAM. The initial (Phase I) modeling
effort by Koffel Associates was to replicate the results presented in a research paper previously provided to AMCA, titled
“A Comparison of Driving Forces for Smoke Movement in Buildings”, by Frederick W. Mowrer, James A. Milke, and Jose
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L. Torero. Once the initial model was confirmed to be consistent with the work presented in the paper, conditions were
then varied to evaluate the benefit of smoke dampers to demonstrate the difference in smoke movement throughout the
building. A series of simulations was performed using buildings of varying heights including five stories, ten stories,
twenty stories, and fifty stories, simulating both non-sprinklered and sprinklered fires. Data from the Plaza Hotel smoke
control experiments performed by NIST in 1989 was used to enable a discussion of actual smoke concentration values
and tenability times.
For this analysis, a simple building model was constructed in CONTAM having the same attributes as the building
evaluated in the “Mowrer Comparison”. A simple air handling system was provided with a single supply and return point
at each floor. A very small leakage area was provided at the boundary wall between the interior and exterior zone on
each story to provide balancing within the computer model, however this very small leakage area did not have any
significant effect on the results. As in the hand calculations, a ventilation rate of 4 ACH and a recirculation rate of 90%
were specified for the model. Smoke was modeled by introducing a contaminant with the same properties as air to
simulate the behavior of well-mixed smoke. The exact smoke concentrations specified in the model were 5.66 x 10-5
lb/ft3 for the non-sprinklered fire and 1.89 x 10-6 lb/ft3 for the sprinkler-controlled fire. These values were calculated from
the mass of the wood cribs used in the Plaza Hotel experiments and the smoke obscuration measurements obtained
during the sprinklered test.
For the 5-story building, after 12 hours the relative smoke concentration on non-fire floors was determined to be 7.8% of
the smoke concentration on the fire floor with smoke dampers installed, as opposed to 64.3% without smoke dampers
installed. This is equal to an 87.9% reduction in the smoke concentration for an unsprinklered fire. Again, the non-fire
floor smoke concentrations are smaller in taller buildings simply because there is more building volume for the same
amount of smoke.

AMCA retained the services of Leach Wallace, a mechanical engineering firm to estimate the costs of adding smoke
dampers to the modeled buildings, which would have already been required to have fire dampers in fire rated
assemblies. is a consulting engineering firm headquartered in Baltimore Maryland
area, with branch offices in York, Pennsylvania and Charlotte, North Carolina. The firm was established in 1990 with the
purpose of providing comprehensive mechanical, electrical, and energy systems engineering design services for
healthcare, institutional, commercial, industrial and governmental clients.
This study consists of designing the HVAC system for a theoretical office building for the purpose of analyzing the costs
for installation and maintenance of the code required fire/smoke dampers located in supply and return ductwork at
2-hour shaft separations. The office building is designed as a 100 square meter building (10 meters x 10 meters) of
varying heights.

From the Koffel Associates report, "Smoke Damper Evaluation for Air Movement & Control Association International,
Inc.", Dated January 14, 2010, the building analyzed is a typical office building with floor sizes of 100 square meters
(10m x 10m). Four different building heights were analyzed; five, ten, twenty and fifty stories. The slab to slab height is
stated as being 3m. The HVAC design for this study includes the sizing of the central air handling equipment, main
ductwork risers, floor branch ductwork, and damper. For each scheme, a single air handling unit with a single supply
and return shaft has been designed with a single branch per floor. Based on 2009 International Mechanical Code,
combination fire/smoke dampers are indicated at each floor take-off. The HVAC system design is based on a variable
volume overhead air distribution system. The supply system is a medium pressure variable volume system with
pressure independent terminal units for zone temperature control. The return system is low pressure with
fan tracking to maintain building pressurization. The duct sizing method is the equal-friction method as described in
2009 ASHRAE handbook – fundamentals. A friction rate of 0.08"/100ft or 1600 fpm velocity are the maximum
parameters for low pressure return air duct sizing. A friction rate of 0.3"/100ft or 2600 fpm velocity are the maximum
parameters for medium pressure supply air duct sizing. Refer to the attached Sketches, SK-1 and SK-2, for the
schematic-level system designs, including duct sizes and air handling unit sizes.

The air handling system sizing is based on building peak cooling load calculations. The cooling loads have been
calculated using Carrier's Hourly Analysis Program version 4.31. The input parameters for the design are further
described below. The printouts of the space inputs and resulting output data are attached to this report.
The building interior is assumed to be 85% usable office space and 15% support spaces (stairwells, shafts, elevators).
Loads are based on 8 foot by 8 foot cubicles with one occupant and one computer per cubicle within the 85% usable
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space, yielding 14 cubicles per floor. Lighting load density is 1 W/sqft as per office use criteria in 2009 International
Energy Conservation Code.
The building envelope was assumed to be commonly used construction assemblies as found in ASHRAE Standard
90.1-2007 as follows:
· 40% of the exterior surface as glazing which is the maximum allowable.
· Windows are "curtain wall type" with a maximum U number of 0.6 BTU/sqft*F.
· Walls are "steel framed" with a maximum U value of 0.084 BTU/sqft*F.
· Roof is "insulation entirely above deck" with a maximum U value of 0.048 BTU/sqft*F.
The setpoints of the HVAC system are based on the recommendations for office space in the 2007 ASHRAE Handbook
– HVAC Applications – Section 3.2:
· 74 degrees F for summer cooling.
· 70 degrees F for winter heating
Outdoor temperatures are for Baltimore Maryland from 2009 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals:
· 93.9 degrees F dry bulb in cooling mode. (0.4% design day)
· 74.9 degrees F mean coincident wet bulb in cooling mode. (0.4% design day)
· 12.9 degrees F dry bulb in heating mode. (99.6% design day)

From a cost standpoint, it is assumed that if combination fire/smoke dampers are removed from the system, that fusible
link fire dampers would still be required to maintain the 2-hour shaft rating. Therefore the cost associated with the smoke
dampers is analyzed as a "delta" between the combination fire/smoke dampers and fusible link fire dampers.
In accordance with the system sizing, the duct tap and damper sizes for the single supply and return tap per floor are

24" x 8" and 24" x 12" respectively. Refer to attached sketches, SK-1 and SK-2. Installation costs have been determined
through 2010 RS Means. The detailed breakdown for each damper type and size and for each source of cost data has
been included in the cost estimate sheets (available upon request). Fire/smoke dampers are assumed to use the "area
detection" system, whereby fire/smoke dampers are activated by the floor wide smoke detection system indexed to the
fire alarm system as per International Mechanical Code, 2009. Because the floor wide smoke detection system and fire
alarm system are independently required, the cost of these systems are not counted towards the cost of the fire/smoke
dampers. For comparison purposes, the costs for the 24"x12" dampers (including installation) based on contractor input
are as follows:
24"x12" Combination Fire/smoke Damper: $721
24"x12" Fusible Link Fire Damper: $64

:
Although it is agreed by both Koffel Associates and Air Movement and Control Association that more work is required
before irrefutable conclusions may be made (both organizations are committed to undertaking this research), the
preliminary findings supports what many mechanical engineers and fire protection engineers have concluded for
decades: that smoke does migrate from the area of origin in both sprinklered and non sprinklered buildings, that smoke
dampers can reduce the movement of such smoke within the HVAC system, and that it is not cost prohibitive to require
them.  The statements by opponents to this proposal that automatic sprinkler systems completely manage/control
smoke, and that there is no cost/benefit to incorporating smoke dampers is so far unsubstantiated.
A copy of the AMCA research to date is available upon request to Tim Orris, at www. AMCA.org.

5.3.4.6  Combination fire/smoke dampers shall be installed at each direct or ducted opening into and out of enclosures
required by 5.3.4.1, unless otherwise permitted by 5.3.4.6.1 thru 5.3.4.6.3.

5.3.4.6.3 Smoke dampers shall not be required where smoke dampers are exempted by NFPA 101 Life Safety Code.

Add the word  "smoke" after the word "fire" in 5.3.4.6.1 and 5.3.4.6.2
Language changed to comply with the NFPA Manual of Style and to make the language

consistent within the section.
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Affirmative: 23  Negative: 2  Abstain: 1
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

DUSZA, T.:    Although a summary of a study has been provided, basic information such as protection requirements
already in NFPA 90A are not mentioned to be part of the model.  Did the model include shutdown features required by
section 6-4?  Was the air handling unit isolated by smoke dampers as required by section 4.3.10.2?   It is suggested that
this information is necessary to substantiate if such additional protection is necessary.
In addition, this change requires fire-smoke dampers at all shaft openings.  It is questionable if a 4" x 4" exhaust

opening in a  bathroom of a hotel needs such protection.  The cost of such dampers in a hotel is also not noted in the
cost analysis of the substantiation.
The preliminary conclusion indicates that more work is necessary before irrefutable conclusions can be made.  I agree

more work is necessary and therefore can not support this change.
ERICKSON, D.:    I would like to submit a negative comment on ROC 90A-65 which pertains the committee's third

attempt to require combination fire/smoke dampers in shaft walls.
Substantiation:
To include a mandatory requirement for all occupancies that is not substantiated by the historical data presented by the

NFPA is unjustified and a waste of health care resources.   The document I am referring to is the statistical report titled:
STRUCTURE FIRES IN MEDICAL, MENTAL HEALTH, AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE FACILITIES, issued in February of
2009.  A review of this document does not demonstrate the need for increasing the current requirements in health care
occupancies.  Let’s not continue to pile more requirements on a set of standards that are serving the health care
industry very well.  A few quotes from the NFPA report include:
“During 2003-2006, municipal fire departments responded to an estimated 3,750 structure fires annually. These fires

resulted in an average of one civilian death, 57 civilian injuries, and $26.9 million in direct property damage. Of all
structure fires, 0.7% occurs in health care facilities.”
“Sprinklers both operated and were effective in 96% of incidents where the fire was large enough to activate sprinklers

in medical, mental health, and substance abuse facilities.”
Let’s face the facts, Ms. Lovell works for the for the Air Movement and Control Association (AMCA).  This association is
made up of manufacturers of dampers and systems that support dampers.    Here is their mission statement:
The Air Movement and Control Association (AMCA) International, Inc. is a not-for-profit international association of the

world’s manufacturers of related air system equipment- primarily, but not limited to: fans, louvers, dampers, air curtains,
airflow measurement stations, acoustic attenuators, and other air system components for the industrial, commercial and
residential markets.
The association’s mission is to promote the health and growth of the air movement and control industry consistent with

the interest of the public. AMCA International is a valuable resource and a strong means of self regulation for our
industry. People who buy and specify fans, dampers, and louvers need to be aware of the value of the AMCA
International seal.
The intent of this association is to codify combination fire/smoke dampers so they can sell more product and make
bigger profits and by the way it isin “the interest of the public.”  If sales is not a motive, why would we be adding more
technology to a occupancy classification that has a stellar track record and is regulated second only to the nuclear
power industry.
From a technical argument we reiterate the comments submitted on ROC 90A-64:
been a contributing factor to fire deaths in buildings in recent history. In addition, the proponent has not provided any
quantitative data (i.e., life loss due to smoke spread from a fire in sprinklered buildings) to support mandatory installation
of smoke dampers at all penetrations of fire resistive shafts. For example, all high-rise fires where smoke spread has
been cited as a problem have either been in unsprinklered buildings or partially sprinklered buildings. A recent
comprehensive analysis in 2005 of high-rise fires by NFPA identified that no fatalities had occurred for more than a
decade in any U.S. high-rise occupancy (>10 story) other than the six fatalities in the unsprinklered Cook County Office
Building (2003); the one fatality in the unsprinklered First Interstate Bank Building (1991); and three firefighter fatalities
in the partially sprinklered (unsprinklered on floor of fire origin and several floors above) Meridan Plaza Building (1991).
The Murrah Federal Building (1995) and the World Trade Center (1993 & 2001) bombings were excluded from this

analysis. Therefore, one can conclude that smoke spread through the air distribution system has not been a problem in
buildings protected throughout with an operational fire sprinkler system since the fire sprinklers both control the burning
rate (and thus limit smoke production) and maintain near ambient temperature which limits the buoyancy forces that
drive smoke to the shafts where stack affect may cause smoke spread to other floors. It is also widely accepted that
operating fire sprinklers will prevent room flashover and full floor fires, and will limit the size of room fires.
The installation of additional smoke dampers in buildings will create a significant installation and recurring maintenance
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cost impact that doesn't appear to be necessary for life safety, given there is no documented life loss to smoke spread
where occupant has not been intimate with the fire in a fully sprinklered building. It is estimated that the requirement for
installing smoke dampers and other related equipment (e.g., additional duct smoke detectors, connections to the fire
alarm system, interface with HVAC controls, etc.) costs between $1,500 to $3,000 per damper, and can be even more
for larger dampers. Recurring annual inspection and testing requirements and inevitable maintenance and repairs will
further increase the cost impact on building owners and operators. Without sufficient technical substantiation
documenting where and how additional lives can be saved, accepting the original proposal is inappropriate and not a
sound application of engineering principles.
This negative ballot is respectfully submitted by Douglas Erickson.

KOFFEL, W.:  See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 90A-15 (Log #69).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-66     Log #16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-78
Continue to accept the proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
develop and accept this proposal. Precise terminology is required in NFPA codes and standards. The accepted text
provides a needed clarification.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-67     Log #17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-80
Continue to accept the proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
develop and accept this proposal. Precise terminology is required in NFPA codes and standards. The accepted text
provides a needed clarification.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-68     Log #18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

90A-81
Continue to accept the proposal.

The Communications Cable & Connectivity Association supports the technical committee action to
develop and accept this proposal. Precise terminology is required in NFPA codes and standards. The accepted text
provides a needed clarification.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-69     Log #31

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

90A-85
Revise text to read as follows:

C.1.2.2 ASTM International Publications.
ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, P.O. Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.
ASTM E 84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2009c 2010 .
ASTM E 2231, Standard Practice for Specimen Preparation and Mounting of Pipe and Duct Insulation Materials to

Assess Surface Burning Characteristics, 2009.
Standards Update.

Revise E84, 2010 to 2010b

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
90A-70     Log #33

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

90A-86
Revise text to read as follows:

C.1.2.5 UL Publications. Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062.
ANSI/UL 555, Standard for Safety Fire Dampers, 2006, Revised 2009 2010.
ANSI/UL 555S, Standard for Safety Smoke Dampers, 1999, Revised 2009 2010.

ANSI/UL 1565, Positioning Devices, 2002, Revised 2008.
Building Materials Directory, 2009 2010.
Fire Resistance Directory, 2009 2010.
Heating, Cooling, Ventilating and Cooking Equipment Directory, 2009.
ANSI/UL 2043, Standard for Safety Fire Test for Heat and Visible Smoke Release for Discrete Products and Their

Accessories Installed in Air-Handling Spaces, 2008.
UL Subject 2424, Outline of Investigation for Cable Marked Limited Combustible, 2006.

Update referenced standards to most recent revisions.

Affirmative: 26
3  Altizer, C.,  Amawi, R.,  Beitel, J.
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